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Theory of Angular Correlations
by F. Coester and J. M. Jauch.

Department of Physics, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.

(30. X. 1952.)

Abstract. The most general angular correlation function may be written in the
form W Tr (6g), where q is the density matrix describing the ensemble of final
nuclei and reaction products and the "efficiency matrix" 6 is completely
determined by the counter arrangement and the nature of the particles to be counted.
Expansion of € and q into sums of irreducible tensors greatly simplifies the evaluation

of the trace. Explicit general rules are derived for the construction of any
angular correlation function from a few simple building stones.

I. Introduction.

Since the work of Mybes1} and Hamilton2) on angular distributions

and angular correlations many papers3 have been written
which deal with the general theory of angular correlation of nuclear
radiations. Their main concern is with the derivation of explicit
formulae for various correlation functions. The probabilities for
transitions between definite pure states specified by a complete set
of quantum numbers are calculated, usually by perturbation
methods, and the angular dependence is derived from the transformation

properties of the relevant matrix elements. In actual experiments

one observes not individual systems in a pure state but a
statistical ensemble and not all the observables specifying a pure
state of the system are actually observed. In the final formula one
therefore sums or averages over unobserved quantum numbers.

Considerable simplification in the mathematical formalism can be
achieved by using the density matrix g4) to describe the ensemble
of systems each consisting of all the products of a nuclear reaction
or cascade decay5). With q, the statistical average of any observable
and the probability for any observable effect can be calculated. We
are particularly interested in a "yes-no experiment" in which a
counter arrangement detects all systems in a state specified by the
set of quantum number Q with an efficiency €Q ; 0 < €Q < 1. The
probability for the answer "yes" is

w £eQ(Q\9\Q). (i)
Q
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We may consider €a to be the eigenvalues of an "efficiency matrix"
G and write (1) in the form

W=Tr(eg) (2)

where the trace in (2) may be evaluated in any representation. Most
convenient is a representation specified by the quantum numbers
jm of the total angular momentum and other quantum numbers
collectively denoted by A, A' The evaluation of the trace is facilitated

if we introduce the irreducible tensors g™ and 6™ by the
definition

(jA | qI J j'A') 2J {—i)r~m\i J'™ — m'\k n) (j mA\Q\ j'm'A') (3)
mm'

and

(jA |e£| j'A') =2J{— iy-m'(jj'm—m'\ kn) {jmA\ e | j'm'A') (4)
mm'

where the first factor on the right hand side is a Clebsch-Gordan
coefficient for the addition of angular momenta6). According to their
definition £^ and q1 are matrices with respect to j and A but not
with respect to m ; they shall be called efficiency tensors and statistical

tensors respectively. Their knowledge is equivalent to the knowledge

of the density matrix and the efficiency matrix, for with eq.
(A2) of Appendix A there follows from (3) and (4)

(jmA\e\j'm'A') £(—iy'-m'(jj'm — m'\kn) (jA\Qn\j'A') (5)

and

(jmA |6 | j'm'A') =2J(~l)r~m' (jj'm—m'\ kn) (jA\€£| j'A'). (6)
kn

From (5) and (6) follows with (Al) and (A3)

W =Tr£e)=g££ {jA\Zl\j'A'){jA\<?k\j'A')*. (7)

jf AA' kn

We also use the fact that the density matrix is hermitian.
The 6j will depend explicitly on the geometry of the counter

arrangement while g" will depend on the geometric characteristics
of the initial states. If we consider the decay of isotropically distributed

nuclei the density matrix must be isotropic, that is diagonal in
m and independent of m. Hence we find by (3) (jA | g£ | jA') 0
for k 4= 0. If we consider a nuclear reaction between non polarized
particles we have cylindrical symmetry about the beam. The density

matrix is diagonal in m if the direction of the beam is chosen as
axis of quantization. There follows from (3) {j A | g" ] jA') 0 for
n 4= 0.
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(7) is the most general angular correlation function. In order to
get formulae useful for the interpretation of specific experiments
we must derive explicit expressions for the g" and the €". This
will be done for the g" in Sec. II and for the 6" in Sec. III.

II. The Density Matrix.

The density matrix g in (1) describes the end products of a nuclear
reaction or a cascade decay. The initial nuclei are described by the
density matrix {jmA0 | g | j'm'A0') or by the statistical tensors
(j A0 | g "| j'A0'). The probability for a transition from a state Q to
a state P during the time t is for large t equal to tßjt\BpQ\2 where
S B + 1 is the so called Heisenberg S-Matrix7). If interactions
with external magnetic fields of macroscopic or atomic origin are
negligible8) (jmA\S\j'm'A0) is invariant under rotations of the
coordinate system. It is therefore diagonal in j and m and independent
of m and may be written in the form (A\Sj\A0). The density matrices
q and g are related by the equation9)

(jmA \Q\j'm'A') const.2J{jmA0\Q\j'm'Aé)Ri(A,A0)R*,(A',A'0). (8)

Consequently we have with (3)

(jA\e2\j'A') ConSt.2:i(jA0\-Qt\j'A^Bj(A,A0)B;(A',A'0). (9)
A*Aa'

In the case of the decay of isotropically distributed metastable
nuclei {jA0\Qn\j'A0') is different from zero only for one value of j,
j' j, and one value of A0, A0' A0. A0 can therefore be dropped
from the notation and we have

(jm\Q\jm')=Y}frômm, (10)

and hence

(j\Q~l\j) \/2j+ïôkoôno. (11)

If the initial nuclei are partially aligned (j | g \ \ j) will be different
from zero for 0 < k < 2j, —k < n < k. These tensor elements
describe the state of polarization.

We proceed to determine g" for nuclear reactions, j is now the
total angular momentum of the target nucleus plus incoming
particle which may be a photon or a heavy particle (proton, oc-particle,
neutron, etc.). If a compound nucleus is formed j is the spin of the
compound nucleus. The spin quantum numbers of the target nucleus
are jt mt. L is the total angular momentum of the incoming particle
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with respect to the target nucleus ; the quantum numbers are L, M.
The center of mass of the entire system is supposed to be at rest.
For particles of definite energy one more quantum number besides
L and M is needed to specify a state. This will be the parity p*)
for photons and the orbital angular momentum I for heavy particles.
We use | as a short notation for both L, p and L, I. Instead of the
angular momentum quantum numbers the direction of the momentum

Q (0, <p) and the component of the spin in that direction a

may be used to specify the state of one particle. The transformation
matrix between the two representations is given by

(Ûa\SM)= E(Oa\èM')DLMM,(<p,&,0)* (12)
M'

where T>mm' (?>> $> x) are an irreducible representation of the rotation
through the Etjleh angles <p, ê,%w). For heavy particles with spin s

(0 a [ L I M) is given by

{0o\LlM) y^±^(ls0o\LM) (13)

which vanishes unless M a. For magnetic multipole photons,
p (— l)i+1, one finds

(Oa\LM(^-l)^) -(L10a\LM)Y^i=^I^aaM (14)

(14) vanishes for a — 0 as required by the absence of longitudinal
photons. For electric multipole photons, p (— 1)L,

(0a\LM(~iy) 2J(ll0o\LM)]/2^cl (15)
l=L±l '

where the coefficients c% are to be determined by the requirement
that the right hand side of (15) vanishes for a 0 and X cf =1.
This gives i l±i

(0a|LM(-l)i) «5^|/^±i. (16)

A beam of particles moving in the direction Q is described by a
density matrix

(coiM\e(Q)\co'?M') 27o{(o-co')oaa,{co){Q(T\ÌM)*{Qa'\Ì'M') (17)
a a'

where

TrQ=fda>ZQaaH l (18)

*) p (- 1)L+1 for magnetic multipoles, p (-l)i/for electric multipoles.
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Qaa' describes the polarization of the beam11) and the energy
distribution in the beam. To simplify the notation it will be convenient
to drop the ó-function with respect to the energies and have it
understood that the matrix elements are functions of the energy.
Since all matrices discussed in the following will be diagonal in the
energies this procedure will be used throughout. If the beam is

practically monoenergetic it is appropriate to treat m as a fixed
parameter and normalize the density matrix by

27^ 1- (i9)
a

According to (3), we have with (A3), (C5) and (C4)

(S\et(0)\n ZZ e^H (0<r\Sa) (Oa'\SW) x
ri a a'

x {-l)L'~°'(LL'<j-o'\kn') D*n.{<p,e,0) (20)

If the particles are not polarized g00- (co) g(co) aaa' and

(Ç\et\i')=e(co)Ck(ÇJ')D*0(cp,&,0) (21)
where

Ck ^£*-- ]/(2Z + l)(2r + l)(2L + l)(2L' + l) x4 Ji

x (U'00\kO)W{ll'LL',ks) (22)

for heavy particles and

Ck -±- y(2L + l)(2L'Tl) \ x

x (i + pp'(_i)*) (-l)^-1 (LL'l-l|fcO) (23)

î or photons. The definition of the Racah coefficient W which appears
in equ. (22) is given in Appendix B.

The target is described by a set of statistical tensors (jt | g£* | jt)
which vanish for kt =# 0 if the nuclei are not aligned. The statistical
tensors of the entire system can now be constructed as follows

£ it I el I j' h) Z Z & I$I i*) (f I &t I *') x

x (?' f I A?« ?Vü' fe) I h k0) (kt K ntn0\k n) (24)

where 71 is the transformation coefficient defined in (B6) of Appendix
B.
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For heavy particles it is possible to describe the spin and the
orbital motion of the incoming particles by separate density
matrices and combine the angular momenta according to the scheme :

jt + s — I, I + I —j. I is the so called channel spin.

(jiijts\-Qi\j'ri'jts) Z Z ZihleTtlh) (skill*)*

xQ\Ql:(ü)\i')Z(H'\r(jtnssK)\ktks)x
KN

x (ktksntns| KN) (jj' \r{II'll'k) \Kk0) (Kk0Nn0\kn) (25)

where

(l\el(Q)\l')=-^}/(2l+l)(2l'+l)(ll'00\ko)D*nQ(cp,#,0). (26)

This representation is particularly useful only if both target and
beam are unpolarized, that is if

(h\enkt\jt) àkt0ônt0]/2jt+l (27)
and

(s\e%\s) ôks0ônsoQ (<*>). (28)

With (B6), (B4) and (C3) one obtains then from (25) and (26)

(jIljts\el(Q)\j'I'Vjts)
i/(2j+i)(2;'+i)(2i+i)(ar+i)- (-i)r (iroQ]hQ) y- dn'\ (27+l)(2?(+l)(27Tl) ~4^~ (" UU | fc U) x

xWiljl'kJj'iy^YKQ)*. (29)

It is, of course, always possible to transform a jLls representation
to a jlls representation by (B5).

III. The Efficiency Matrix.

In order to evaluate explicit expressions for the efficiency tensors
we must specify the quantum numbers denoted by A, A' in detail.
Let | stand for the quantum numbers L, p or L, I of any emitted
particle. Different particles in the same process are distinguished by
subscripts 1,2,3 We denote now the total angular momentum of
the system by ja and define jb as the angular momentum of the
nucleus after emission of the particle 1, jb =ja — Lx. Similarly jc
jb — L2. ja, jb jc... are the nuclear spins of successive levels in a
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cascade decay. We specify the quantum numbers A in successive
steps : ja, A ja, £1( jb, B where B stands for the remaining quantum

numbers, if any. jb, B jb, |2, jc, C. This procedure may be
repeated until all emitted particles are described explicitly.

Since the efficiency matrix for the entire system is equal to the
product of the efficiency matrices of the individual fragments we
have

ki Wi k$ rtfy

x O'o j'a I r(jb i'bLt L[ ka) I kbkj) (fej ktnb nx | kana) (30)

where

mt-l\n=ZZ^(ü)(0o\£<!)(0c'\i'c')
aa n

x (-l)L'~a'{LL'o-o'\kri)Dknn.(<p, », 0). (31)

The derivation of (31) is quite analogous to that of (20). m is the
particle energy in the laboratory system. If the counter efficiency
does not depend on the polarization of the emitted particle we have
G<ra' (<ü) e(cö) daa. and

(I \ei ||') € (To) Ck (|, I') Dl0 (<p, », 0) (32)

According to our derivation Qx in equ. (30) is the direction of propagation

of particle 1 in the center of mass reference frame. For high
energy nuclear reactions this reference frame is not identical with
the laboratory frame. Qx is then a function of the corresponding
solid angle 0X in the laboratory system depending on the energies
of the incoming and outgoing particles co0 and cov If no other
particles are observed we have

(h b m i j'0 b')=ôki0 ònb0 n jb+i òhh, òbb, (33)

On the other hand if more particles are emitted and observed we
proceed in analogy to (30)

(i>>B\e%\j;B') ZZ(icC\ei:\j;c')(Sz\et(Q2)\Qx
ktnz kcnc

(it Jb I r(ic i'c La L2 fe») I feo y (K fc2 ncn2\kb nb). (34)

If particle 2 is the last particle observed £]£; is given by (33) with
proper change of subscripts, otherwise we may reduce it further
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according to the scheme employed in (30) and (34). Q2 is the direction

of the relative velocity of the particle 2 and the nucleus c. This
is in general not identical with the direction $2 observed in the
laboratory system. Q2 is a function of 02 depending on the energies
co0, wx and co2. ß1 and ß2 are the observed angles only if the recoil
of the nucleus is negligible at all stages of the process.

IV. Summary of Results.

The development of the preceding sections allows us to construct
explicit angular correlation functions from (7). We use two sets of
subscripts to distinguish between the various particles and nuclei.
Subscript a,b,c, label respectively the entire system and the
residual nuclei after emission of particles labeled by subscripts 1, 2,
3... The target nucleus in a nuclear reaction is labeled by the
subscript t and the incident particle by 0. With (7) and (9) we write the
general correlation function in the form

W const, fòco Z Z Z Z(i»A\eZ\iâA')x
hia AA' A„Ae' iana

(i. AI ~eZ I »X)* K [A, A) k,Aa'< <V>- (35>

/«dco indicates integration over all energy variables. In the case
of cascade decay of metastable nuclei ja ja' and g£a is given by
(11) if the nuclei are not aligned; otherwise cjka describes the
alignment. In the case of a nuclear reaction g ka is given by (24) with
(20) or (21). Numerical values for the J"s can be found from (B6)
and Biedenharn's Tables for the Bacah coefficients12).

Explicit expressions for G"° are obtained in a series of steps
described by eq. (30) ff. The energy variables mi appear in the following
places: (1) the energy distribution in the beam Qao'Wo)' (^) the
energy dependence of the counter efficiencies 6ffo- (cot). (3) the energy
dependence of the angles Qt introduced through the transformation

to laboratory angles 0{. (4) the energy dependence of the
matrix elements B. For sharp levels the energy dependence of the
matrix elements can be effectively replaced by d-functions; for
broad levels some other plausible assumptions must be made. Selection

rules and plausible assumptions about the matrix elements
greatly simplify the formulae to be compared with experiment in
concrete cases. The discussion of these aspects is, however, outside
the scope of the present paper13).
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Two examples should suffice to illustrate the form in which
correlation functions appear. Let us first consider the directional
correlation between two successive radiations from a metastable nucleus.
Assuming that the intermediate level has a definite spin jb we obtain
with the rules described above

W(QX, Q2) const. ZZZZ Z CicMv 0 <\(l2, Q x
kbnb k, «i i'2«2 Si,h' h,ii

x D*0(<h »i 0) Dkni0(cp2 »2 0)(ja ja | r(jb jb LxL'x 0) | kb kx) (kb kxnbnx | 00) x

x (jb jb |B(jc io L2L2kb)| 0 k2) (0 k2 0n21 kb nb) x

xB;a(ixJ2)B,ßi,i2). (36)

With A(3), C(8) and C(4) there follows14)

W(QV Q2) const. Z Z ZC* (fi O C* &' Q P*(cos &) x
* f,f,' i2{2-

(-1)* (jaÌa\r(jbjbLxL1'0)\kk)x
]/2k + l

x (jbjb\r(jcjcL2L'2k) 1 0/^(1^)1^(1;, £) (37)

where 0 is the angle between the directions Qx and Q2.

As a second example we take a nuclear reaction with two emerging

particles. The beam is nonpolarized and the counters are insensitive

to polarization15).

W(Q0QXQ2) const. ôw0 I òcox òco2 q(co0) Ç.i[)(cox) 6(2)(co2) x

x à(œ0-œx-co2 + AE)Z ZZZ Z Z Z Z GK^>
iii\ i%W itWiaia'-hh' *o *i *2

x cK (ix io cK (i2 r2) DiiKn »0 0) B*0{Vl »x 0) D%(92 »2 0) x

x (ia fa I r(jt it L0 L'0 k0) | 0 fc0) (ja j'a | r(jbj'b Lx L[ k0) \ k2 kx) x

x (fe2 h n2 nx | k0nQ) (jb j'h j T(jc jc L2 L2k2) | 0 k2) B*a (|0 ^ |2 js) x

x^y&^iO- (38)
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V. Internal Conversion.

According to the theory of internal conversion16) the matrix
element for the ejection of a conversion electron can be written in
the form

Z(Qc\«-\LMpi)(LMpb\H\a) (39)
LMp

where i denotes the initial state of the electron, a and b are nuclear
states and (LM pb\H\a) is the matrix element for the emission of a
photon in the transition a -> b. a depends only on an electronic
wave function and universal functions but not on nuclear wave
functions. Since

Z(Qo\<x\LMpi)* (Qa' \x\L'M' p' i)
i

ri7(0fflalLiVP^)*(0ff'lalL'^'P'^Uy^0)D^(ç>^0)* (40)
NN' i

we may apply all previous results to correlations with conversion
electrons provided we replace (31) by

(£\£nk\i')=Z Z ZZ^A0«\«\LNpi)(0o\*\L'N'p'i)x
aa' NN' n' i

\L'-N' (LL'N-N'\kn')Dknn,(cp»0) (41)

If the polarization of the conversion electron is not observed £aa-

òaa-. For K-conversion of pure multipole radiation the coefficients
in (41) have been calculated by Rose, Biedenharn and Arfken17).
The result can be written in the form

(Ì\ei\e) bk(t)Ck(èJ)DU<p»0) (42)

where Ck is given by (23) and bk is defined by

4 n E E E I (Off | a | LNV i) |2 (LLN-N \kO)(-l)L~N
b -±»-J _ (43)(2£+l)(-l)i+1(££l-l|&0) v ;

The coefficient bk denoted bv by Rose, Biedenharn and Arfken
has been evaluated numerically. £ in (43) is taken over K-electrons
only. *
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Appendix A.

Clebsch Gordan Coefficients18)19).

The Clebsch Gordan coeffcients for the addition of angular
momenta a + b c are denoted by (ab aß \ cy). a, ß, y are the 3-com-
ponents of a, b,c. (ab a.ß I cy) vanishes unless <x + ß =y and c is
one of the numbers a + b, a + b — 1, \a — b\. The Clebsch
Gordan coefficients are real and satisfy the orthogonality relations

Z(abxß\cy)(ab*ß\c'y') occ,oYY, (Al)
a/3

and
Z(abxß'\cy)(abx'ß'\cy) dM.6ßlrdYa+ß. (A2)

c

They also satisfy the following relations

{abaß\cy) (-l)a+b-c(baßoL\cy)=(-l)a+b-c(ab-a-ß\c-y) (A3)

and
1 ;9 -

(oba/î|Cy)=y-||±i(-l)-«(oc«-yl6-/î)-

2c^(-l)^(C6-7/5|a-a). (A4)-Ï2«

Appendix B.

Racah Coefficients20)13) and Transformations between Angular
Momentum Coupling Schemas.

The Racah coefficient W(abcd; ef) is related to the Clebsch
Gordan coefficients by

W(abcd;ef)ôr,ôv Y Y 1
==(abxß\ee) xCC 7V «Ta fj?|/(2J + l)(2/+l)

V Hl '

x (edeô\cy) (bdß ô\fcp) (afa.cp\c'y'). (Bl)

It satisfies the symmetry relations

W(abcd; ef) W(badc; ef) W(cdab; ef)

W(acbd; fe) (~l)b+c~e-}W(aefd; be) (B2)

and the sum rule

27(2#+1) (_i)«+6+e+<«-«-/-» W(abdc; eg) W(acdb; fg)

W(abcd; ef) (B3)
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If any one variable vanishes the value of the Racah coefficient can
be written down immediately

W(abcd; Of) (-1)6+8"/a«»j«<L /B4\
j/(2 6 + l)(2c+l) ' v '

Let a, b,c be three angular momentum vectors; d a + b + c;
e a + b, f=a + c. The transformation matrix between the coupling

schemes abecd and acfbd is given by

(e\r(abcd)\f) Z Z (baß*\ e e) (ecsy | dò) x

x (acoLy\fcp) (bfßcp\dò) ]J(2e+l) (2f+l) W(abcd; ef). (B5)

Let a, a' b b' be four angular momentum vectors a+b c;
a' + 6' c' ; c — c' d; a — a' e ; b—b'=f. The transformation
matrix between the couling schemes abc a'b'c' d and aa'e bb'fd is

given by

[cc' \r(aa' bb' d)\ef) JT JT ^7 Z' (abxß\cy) (a1'b'Vß'' | c''/) x
aa' /S/3' yy' eçi

x (— l)a'-a' (aa'a —a' | ce) (— l)6'""' (bb' ß — ß' \f<p) x

x {-l)e'~Y' (cc'y — y' | dò) (efscp\dô)

y(2e+l) (2/+1) (2c+l) (2c'+l) ^(2^+1) IF(c'ce/; dx)

xW(acbf';bx)W(b'c'ae;a'x). (B6)

Appendix C.

The Representations of the Rotation Group.

We list here some often used formulae involving the representations

Dj^M> (cp, », %) of the rotation group. If F^(Q) is any irreducible

tensor depending on the direction Q (», cp) we have the
relation

Ff(Û) 27*r(0) DiMM.(<p, », 0)*. (CI)
w

This holds in particular for spherical harmonics and with

^£ (0) <Vo F^ (°2)
there follows zW ifoj/ 4jt

BLMo(<pVx)*=V^l Y%(»,9) D$0(<p#x) PL(coa#) (C8)
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where P£(cos ») is a Legendre Polynomial. DMM' satisfies the
relations

DLMM'(<P#X)* (-1)M-M'DÌM-M'(<POX) (04)
and

D%lUA<P#x)DîitM.(<p»x)

ZZ(LyL2M1M2\LM)(LxL2MiM'2\LM')Di1M,(<P^x) ¦ (05)
L UM'
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